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ABSTRACT 

As the acknowledgment of Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) is colossally expanding, some creating 

nations have been ordering the utilization of FOSS in both private and open divisions, while different nations are 

receiving FOSS techniques. Besides, numerous instructive foundations have been receiving Open Source and have an 

upper hand over different establishments. The reasons of receiving FOSS are shift starting with one nation then onto the 

next and starting with one establishment then onto the next. However the principle drives to this technique are complete 

cost proprietorship, allowed to make duplicates and appropriate to others without being concerned of programming 

lawfulness, unwavering quality, accessibility, and execution and security issues. This paper expected to build up the 

structure for appropriation of Free Open Source Software (FOSS) in instructive foundations in Ghana to lessen cost and 

increment figuring energy to understudies.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The case for creating nations like Ghana to receive FOSS driven Information Technology technique is a 

convincing one, because of the money related state of the nation. It is semi-self-sufficiency with the Ghana 

government duty with a few inward undertakings including instructive administrations. In the late times there has 

been a move by creating countries to receive an improvement approach that quickens improvement by skipping, 

less productive, more costly or additionally dirtying innovations and ventures and move straightforwardly to more 

propelled ones. One such move is the campaign to embrace free and open source programming (FOSS). In spite of 

the fact that there are paradigmatic contrasts between free programming and open source programming, it is 

regularly hard to obviously recognize these distinctions. Along these lines the term Free and Open Source 

Software (FOSS) is embraced in this paper to catch both ideal models. Free Open Source Software (FOSS) are 

projects are those that have licenses that permit clients to uninhibitedly run the system for any reason, alter the 

project as they need, furthermore to unreservedly circulate duplicates of either the first form or their own particular 

changed rendition [1].  
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One noteworthy purpose behind the development and utilization of FOSS innovation including clients has 

admittance to the source so it is much less demanding to settle blames and enhance the applications. In mix with the open 

permit, this disentangles the advancement procedure for some undertakings and gives them adaptability that just isn't 

accessible inside the limits of an exclusive or business item.  

 To utilize free programming is to settle on a political and moral decision declaring the privilege to learn, and 

impart what we figure out how to others. Free programming has turned into the establishment of a learning society where 

we share our insight in a way that others can expand upon and appreciate. Right now, numerous  

Individuals use restrictive programming that denies clients these flexibilities and advantages. On the off chance 

that we make a duplicate and offer it to a companion, on the off chance that we attempt to make sense of how the project 

functions, in the event that we put a duplicate on more than one of our own PCs in our own particular home, we could be 

gotten and fined or put in prison. That is what's in the fine print of the permit understanding you acknowledge when 

utilizing restrictive programming. The partnerships behind exclusive programming will frequently keep an eye on your 

exercises and confine you from offering to others. Also, on the grounds that our PCs control a lot of our own data and day 

by day exercises, restrictive programming speaks to an unsatisfactory risk to a free society.  

The improvement of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) exercises and economy of scale and 

advancement conveyance by government to its natives are the principle explanations behind Ghanaian Government to 

change from restrictive framework to FOSS system in the instructive division. All things considered, the administration, 

ICT venture disseminated over a large number of portable PCs to understudies with Linux as it Operating System. FOSS is 

group driven and group serving, with more systems cordial, more redid and all the more enabling components and 

spanning the computerized separate between rented creating nations and created nations.  

The adaption of FOSS in Africa is quickly expanding. A few nations like South Africa the administration 

strategies commanded the utilization of FOSS and different nations like Namibia they have been utilized FOSS as a part of 

elementary schools [2].  

INVESTIGATION AND REVIEW OF FOSS  

In 1991 Linus Torvalds presented another worldview in programming advancement that is currently developing 

and can change the world. Torvalds created working frameworks called Linux. At first he was keen on making a little form 

of the UNIX working frameworks. For him the enhanced the product he chose to impart the code to the product group 

outside the University of Helsinki in Finland. The product group based methodology in the advancement of Linux gave the 

genuine help to the Open Source Software theory; since it was demonstrated that it could create programming that could 

contend with financially delivered programming's (www.linux.org). The dispatch of the principal Linux conveyance                  

(a mix of the working frameworks and supporting applications) by Torvalds in 1994 has lead to improvement of new Linux 

based Open Source working frameworks and application programming to keep running on the Linux stage. Right now, 188 

distinctive Linux dispersions can be found at www.linux.org.Free programming and Open Source Software are frequently 

regarded as the same thing. The contrasts between them is respects to the permit mode utilized, their conviction and how 

and programming ought to be after created for sharing, alteration, and redistribution. All in all free programming seems 

authorized with the GNU General Public License (GPL), it is free, duplicate left permit programming, allowed to share and 

change the works [3]. While OSS may utilize either the GPL or some other permit that takes into consideration the 
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coordination of programming that may not be free programming. As per free programming advocates Richard Stallman, 

free programming is a social development [3]. Likewise, free programming is constantly accessible as OSS, yet OSS is not 

generally free programming. The idea of FOSS is conceding the source code of programming exposure accessible to 

everybody. The product or pairs are accessible by means of Internet and uninhibitedly downloaded and used to who need to 

utilize it. The guarantee of FOSS is to offer in lower cost, better quality, higher steadfastness, more adaptability, and a 

conclusion to savage seller lock-in [4].  

ADAPTATION OF FOSS CHALLENGES TO EDUCATIONAL INSTIT UTIONS  

Challenges that Ghana instructive organizations will confront after appropriation of FOSS are backing and FOSS 

easy to understand highlights. Be that as it may, now with the assistance of Zorin, which was building firmly identified 

with Window; give an exceptionally pleasant UI. There are two sorts of backing that organization needs; the backing that 

foundation's grow needs to get to guarantee that the FOSS system are ceaseless changes to addresses the issues of the 

establishments and clients, and another backing is a specialized backing that establishments will get from more elevated 

amount or inside backing to guarantee FOSS methodology are very much actualized and kept up. Alongside, real 

equipment sellers, for example, Compaq, Dell, Hewlett-Packard (hp), and Lenovo offers essential and auxiliary Linux 

support for their desktop and server framework, furthermore Linux circulation, for example, Zorin, Fedora, Red Hat, 

Ubuntu, and so forth offers bolsters for their working framework [5]. Whereby, the establishment's product engineers may 

profit with this sort of backing to get bearings when they have stack. Then again, the trainings need specialized backing, 

for example, establishments, setup and designs. Keeping in mind the end goal to have the best with this sort of backing, the 

procedure of appropriation of FOSS will begin to the college level first. College of Educational Winneba has begun 

utilizing Ubuntu on their library desktop for web. All first year understudies are introduction duce on the best way to utilize 

the Ubuntu amid library introduction.  

Besides, FOSS development has been considered ease of use elements in their new forms                                   

(e.g. Zorin 8.0 Ubuntu 13.4) to impact more clients to utilize the items. Besides, the investigation of CNET Network in 

United State found that Ubuntu now as smooth and excellent as Mac OS X or Windows 7 has new slippery interface which 

make many people to use as a desktop working framework [6].  

The parallel improvement of FOSS as opposed to direct, which including vast groups of all around appropriated 

programming designers (exceedingly gifted and propelled), giving brief  

Criticism to clients and programming designer’s commitments with genuinely dependant companion survey, 

increment level of client association and to a great degree fast discharge plans. In every year two variants of Fedora and 

Ubuntu are discharge.  

THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK  

Ghanaian's instructive establishments will be fit with the cost sparing structure to dissect the reasonability of Open 

Source Software to the organizations. Figures 1 demonstrate the proposed structure.  

NATURAL SCANNING  

The crucial to look at the instructive organizations environment has given uncommon significance to decide the 

present circumstance against FOSS and what should be done to guarantee FOSS will be very much actualized in Ghana 
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instructive foundations.  

INNER ENVIRONMENT 

ICT Mindfulness  

The primary thing to do is to make ICT mindfulness in the instructive organizations. This includes deciding how 

far the organizations apply Information Technology in their day by day exercises. What number of PCs and PC types of 

gear does the foundation have, and how productively help them in their scholarly exercises. For the establishments which 

don't have FOSS mindfulness it will be ideal to be prepared the open doors and advantages of FOSS before embracing it.  

Technical Aptitudes and Backing  

Also, another essential inner element is specialized aptitudes and backing whereby the organizations need solid 

advancement group for nonstop change of Free Open Sources Software component. Unpaid labourers who are having the 

energy to bolster the organizations are required, in this way foundation ought to propel their staffs to be FOSS volunteers. 

The advancement group ought to embrace FOSS to address their issues and they ought to have the capacity to tweak and 

include new components for the advantage of their establishment and society in general. What's more this group ought to 

rouse FOSS imagination inside their space and ought to have an arrangement to bolster different establishments that are not 

yet develop in FOSS advancements. 

Culture  

FOSS society ought to be actualized and honed inside instructive establishments. Linux desktop working 

framework, for example, Linux conveyance like Zorin and Ubuntu ought to be introduced in all PCs inside the 

establishments. Open Office 3 ought to be utilized as an office mechanization bundle, together with various FOSS to be 

utilized to play out all exercises inside the establishments. In the event that the FOSS society will be very much actualized 

inside instructive foundations it will be simple for understudies to utilize FOSS in the wake of completing their studies.  

 

Figure 1: Free Open Source Software Cost Sparing Structure the Nitty Gritty  
  Examination of the System (Adjusted from Kenwood, 2001) 
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OUTSIDE ENVIRONMENT  

Community Mindfulness  

The general public ought to be all around educated on what is happening in the instructive framework and the 

necessities of such changes in instructive divisions. The general public observation against FOSS should be inspected to 

guarantee acknowledgment of the new procedure to the group. By utilizing nearby media, for example, radio, TV and 

news-papers the service of instructive will advise the general public the significance of FOSS in the instructive framework 

and what open doors that the organizations would get after  

Competitors  

 The result of the schools that embrace FOSS and those restrictive bases ought to look at basically. One among 

expected advantage of FOSS is to increase upper hand against different establishments which did not receive FOSS. At the 

point when FOSS system is very much actualized inside instructive foundations, the establishments will have no stress of 

purchasing programming in this manner the cash will be utilized to redesign library and comparative issues, the 

understudies will utilize current method for realizing, so they will be more profitable in abilities with all stages than 

understudies from different schools.  

Barrier to Passage  

 Passage obstructions can lessen or avert FOSS system acknowledgment to the instructive establishments.      

These obstructions would be analyzed and doable arrangement will be planed to guarantee FOSS technique well execution. 

The backing is the principle boundary that may block the reception of FOSS in the establishments. Truth be told, the 

present circumstance is that schools and a few universities are not yet for FOSS instrument; notwithstanding a few colleges 

have ability to begin with. After colleges (e.g. UEW-K) have effectively actualized FOSS at it Library, the advantage and 

open doors have plainly appeared.  

STRENGTH  

Culture of Sharing  

 The FOSS methodology accentuated the way of life of sharing; one organization can impart programming to 

another foundation without damaging permit of the product. Furthermore, the foundations will share ability and experience 

and in addition will make new aptitudes to empower high accomplishment of FOSS instrument to the organizations.  

Long-Term Availability  

Given that adequate fascinating and aptitudes are accessible in the instructive foundations, the life of open source 

items will proceed. Furthermore, since the code is freely accessible the scholarly staff and understudies are not by any 

stretch of the imagination subject to specific programming to keep up and utilize it. All things considered they can utilize 

source code to create programming taking into account their necessities and prerequisites. In-house upkeep and backing 

inside FOSS people group are constantly urged to proceed with the item's life uncertainly.  

WEAKNESS  

Hard to Begin  

 As noted by Kenwood [5] all together for FOSS undertakings to be suitable, it must have the capacity to gather a 
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sufficiently expansive group of exceedingly gifted and intrigued programming designers to focus on an issue. The FOSS 

venture must be applicable and intriguing to a vast gathering of programming designers, the bigger the undertaking the 

more advancement and investigating the code, so that the abnormal state of participation inside programming engineers of 

various foundations is required.  

Trained Staff  

Because of the way that the present educational programs depend on restrictive methodology, subsequently just 

few staffs have FOSS abilities in the instructive organizations. However subsequent to receiving FOSS system to the 

colleges the quantity of FOSS prepared work force will increment quickly.  

OPPORTUNITIES  

Internet Network  

 The innovation of web empowers Linux advancement and backing to proceed with every minute of every day   

(24 hours, 7days a week) around the globe. With the assistance of the web, the organizations can make open source web 

entryway, course administration framework, (for example, Moodle, Sakai venture, and so on) to give understudies simple 

access learning materials. What's more with the utilization of email records, newsgroups, and sites will improve 

correspondence inside instructive establishments and outside the foundations.  

Many Merchants  

 As indicated by Kenwood [5], there are around 204 one of a kind appropriations of Linux available, which are 

putting forth Linux programming bundles with coordinated apparatuses. Great of these dispersions are contending each 

other as the outcome advancement of the working framework including more components and in addition easy to use 

highlights, enhancing its bundling and publicize for its utilization to the group. On this respect, the FOSS group will have 

obligation to pick which Linux dissemination is attainable to Ghana instructive organizations in view of their surroundings 

and necessities.  

Competitive Bolster Structure  

The free accessibility of source code of Linux and another FOSS empower numerous merchants to take in the 

stage and to give support. Since sellers contend with each other to give bolster, the nature of the bolster increments while 

the end client expense of accepting the backing diminishes, this make support don't depend on one merchant as restrictive 

does, the bolster keep on being accessible regardless of the possibility that one bolster seller leaves business [5].             

The inclusion of significant equipment suppliers, for example, Compaq, Dell, Hewlett-Packard, IBM which offers Linux 

support for Desktop and server expands aggressive and upgrade nature of backing.  

THREATS  

Lack of Perfect Application  

Applications are vital to any organization; the organization may choose the working framework in light of the 

nature and sort of their applications to meet their objectives. Restrictive application has commanded the particular 

application business sector, for example, clinic, military, and so forth. In any case, FOSS people group activities increment 

to accompany good applications in all segments. Also, there is parcel of utilizations which can be utilized for instructive 

organizations as a part of their studies exercises.  
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Needs for Rendition Control  

Since there are a great deal of forms of FOSS applications with successive discharges, the instructive 

establishments ought to guarantee that the picked adaptations are incorporated and good.  

 However the establishments shouldn't hop to each new form, they ought to utilize experienced innovation to 

guarantee it underpins their exercises.  

Market Request  

The investigation additionally included the business sector interest to figure out if the FOSS development satisfies 

the necessities of the general public. Society needs learned individuals, with the viable appropriation of FOSS; the group 

may change by using current methods and practices. Furthermore, the livelihood open doors will increment for 

understudies in the wake of graduating; they will be utilized in government and private parts.  

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

 The selection of Free Open Sources Software contrast starting with one nation or organization then onto the next, 

the procedure that taken by certain nation, (for example, Brazil and South Africa) or foundations can't be best fit to Ghana. 

Environment changes, destitution level, PC uneducated, web entrance and FOSS mindfulness are the principle figures that 

have any kind of effect between Ghana with different nations or establishments that has been receive FOSS.  

However point by point examination must be had to decide the effect of FOSS in Ghana instructive organizations 

before receive it. The accompanying proposals are essential for execution of FOSS procedure. To begin with, revising 

school syllabus to open standard, which will includes FOSS courses that understudies will concentrate on from grade 

schools to colleges. For grade schools they will utilize FOSS for word processor and gaming, more endeavours ought to be 

connected to higher instructive establishments and auxiliary schools though FOSS to be among centre courses of the 

understudies.  

Second, the arrangement of FOSS group which involves instructors from Universities, (for example, UEW-K) 

who are acquainted with FOSS and different individuals from Ministry of instructive. The point of FOSS group is to give 

meetings and get ready educational programs which would be utilized as a part of instructive establishments. Several FOSS 

frameworks are currently in boundless utilized by thousands, or now and again, a huge number of end-clients [10].     

Along these lines, FOSS group ought to seek after itemized examination to figure out which FOSS frameworks are 

reasonable for Ghana instructive organizations to convey relative information to understudies.  

Third, Ashanti Linux User Group (ALUG) is NGO enlisted to give free Linux instructional exercises PCs to 

schools. The ALUG will be utilized as a FOSS focus. Since the greater part of its individuals are IT proficient and the 

secretary is one among Linux master in Ghana, in this manner it will be simplicity to incorporate with open standard.  

To this degree, the ALUG would be in charge of specialized backings and encourages to instructive 

establishments.  

A Final suggestion, the administration through Ministry of instructive with contribution of NGO's and colleges 

would set up FOSS Research Centre. The point of this inside is to lead FOSS looks into and to do diverse FOSS ventures 

to bolster ICT technique in instructive.  
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A Portion of the Ventures that Middle Would Lead Are 

• Wireless association for all the higher instructive establishments in Ghana, which capable them to interface each 

other to share substance inside schools.  

• School web entries and database, to raised sharing of standards and materials between schools. 
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